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Re: PSB Docket No. 8816 - Swanton Wind Project

Dear Mr. Pierce:

Thank you for your letter regarding the October 24,2016, prehearing
conference in Docket 8816 (the Swanton Wind project). First and foremost, we
regret any inconvenience you experienced from having to watch the proceeding
from the doorway of the hearing room. While we do our best to accommodate all
who are interested in attending a proceeding, the hearing room provided for our
use by the State can only hold so many people. Nonetheless, we could have and
should have procured additional chairs for those who were unable to find seating

within the hearing room, and for that we apologize. In the future, we will strive to
be more attentive should the situation again arise. If it appears that our hearing
room will not be large enough to accommodate all who are interested in attending
the evidentiary hearings in this case, it is likely we will seek to obtain alarger
venue for those hearings when they take place.

With respect to the prehearing conference itself, we believe it was

conducted properly and without prejudice to non-parties. The primary purpose of
a prehearing conference is to develop a schedule for the remainder of the
proceeding based on the input of the parties to the case. It is not meant to provide
a forum for public discussion of substantive issues in a case. There will be a

public hearing in this case that will be dedicated to hearing from members of the
public who are not also parties to the case.1

Given that the prehearing conference takes place at the beginning of the
process, the parties to a case atthattime are for the most part those defined by

L Public hearings are typically limited to hearing from non-parties because parties to a case have

the opportunity to make their positions known by filing testimony, conducting cross examination
during the technical hearings, and filing post-hearing brieß.
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statute such as the Vermont Department of Public Service, the Vermont Agency
of Natural Resources, and the petitioner. Because we are unable to determine

which non-parties will eventually seek intervention in the case at the time of the

prehearing conference, we typically address only the actual parties to a case when

requesting input on the schedule for a proceeding. However, in cases where there

is significant interest, we often do seek input at the prehearing conference from
individuals or entities that have expressed an intent to intervene in a case. For
example, on October 24th we heard from the Langs, Vermonters for a Clean

Environment, the Vermont Division for Historic Preservation, and the Vermont
Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets. Additionally, the schedule, when

determined, will include a deadline for non-parties to file intervention requests in
order to participate in the proceeding as a party going forward. As noted above,

the schedule will also include opportunities for public participation through the

public hearing and possibly a workshop.

In addition, as you are aware from your attendance at the meetings of the

CitizenParticipation in PSB Proceedings Working Group, the Board is in the

process of implementing several steps to increase the ease of public participation
in Board proceedings. For example, the Board is revising our website to provide

the public with access to information about Board processes that is written in
plain English and is bringing our new electronic case management system online
within the next few months, which will make it easier for citizens to find
information about Board cases. The Board has identified many other changes that
would make it easier for citizens to participate in Board proceedings, including
changes to the hearing process and providing more assistance to pro se litigants
from the bench, among others. However, these changes will take some time to
implement. It is our hope that implementation of these changes in Board
processes will make it easier for citizens like you to understand and participate in
Board proceedings in the future.

Sincerely

James Volz
Chairman

cc Parties in PSB Docket No. 8816

CitizenParticipation in PSB Proceedings Working Group
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